**Temporary Access to CMi Clean Room**

**Concerned people**

This document applies to people already enrolled in the “Introduction Course about Safety and Behaviour in Clean Room” and attending it soon.

**Condition**

Temporary access is given for a period of one month. If the “Introduction Course about Safety and Behaviour in Clean Room” is not attended before the end of this period of time, temporary access is cancelled.

**Behaviour**

Any materials or equipment introduction in the clean room must be announced and explicitly accepted by CMi management.

- Persons asking for a temporary access **must**:
  - Be enrolled in the oncoming “Introduction Course about Safety and Behaviour in Clean Room”
  - Provide an up-to-date process flow

- Persons under temporary access **must not**:
  - Operate any clean room equipment, unless explicitly allowed by the persons in charge
  - Operate any chemicals manipulations or processes, unless explicitly allowed by the CMi engineering team

**Safety**

- In case of emergency, persons under temporary access, just like any other clean room users, must strictly follow indications given by CMi staff

- EPFL emergencies are easily accessible from any telephone by dialing 115

**Acknowledgement**

My signature below attests that I have read and understood the rules.

Last Name : ............  First Name : ............  Email address : ............  

Supervisor’s Name : ............

Date : ............  Signature : ............